OPNAV NOTICE 5400

From: Chief of Naval Operations

Subj: RENAME NAVY CYBER FORCES, SUFFOLK, VA AND DETACHMENTS AND MODIFY MISSION

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 5400.44A
(b) OPNAVINST 5400.45

1. Purpose. To approve renaming of Navy Cyber Forces (NAVCYBERFOR), Suffolk, VA, and both fleet and shore detachments, and to modify mission, per reference (a).

2. Background. This action renames NAVCYBERFOR to Navy Information Dominance Force (NAVIDFOR), to create a type commander to support the various facets of the Navy’s information dominance organization, and modifies its mission to reflect its increased responsibility for providing combat-ready information dominance forces. There are no infrastructure changes as a result of this action, but NAVIDFOR will assume responsibility for all manning, training and equipping of information dominance forces. A support relationship between Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Command (NAVMETOCCOM) (supported commander) and NAVIDFOR (supporting commander) is established by this action for NAVMETOCCOM subordinates. NAVIDFOR provides administrative control (ADCON) support for these subordinates assigned “mission support” to NAVMETOCCOM. NAVMETOCCOM has operational responsibility for these activities, including immediate superior in command and reporting senior responsibilities. NAVIDFOR and NAVMETOCCOM will work integrated solutions to achieve unit readiness to meet mission requirements.

3. Organizational Changes. Effective 1 October 2014, rename NAVCYBERFOR, Suffolk, VA and detachments. The following applies:
a. From
Commander
NAVCYBERFOR
115 Lake View Parkway
BLDG 115
Suffolk VA 23435

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 36001)
(PLA: COMNAVCYBERFOR SUFFOLK VA)

Officer in Charge
NAVCYBERFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT
FOR DET Bahrain
PSC 901 BOX 20
FPO AE 09805-0001

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69326)
(PLA: NAVCYBERFOR FIAF DET BAHRAIN)

Officer in Charge
NAVCYBERFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT FOR DET Pearl Harbor
250 Makalapa DR
Pearl Harbor HI 96860-3131

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69335)
(PLA: NAVCYBER FOR FIAF DET PEARL HARBOR HI)

Officer in Charge
NAVCYBERFOR FLT INTEL ADEPT
FOR DET Norfolk
1751 Morris ST
Norfolk VA 23511

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69336)
(PLA: NAVCYBER FOR FIAF DET NORFOLK VA)
Officer in Charge  
NAVCYBERFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET San Diego 
53690 Tomahawk DR 
San Diego CA 92147-5004 

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69337) 
(PLA: NAVCYBERFOR FIAF DET SAN DIEGO CA) 

Officer in Charge  
NAVCYBERFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET Mayport 
Unit 280003 BLDG 1878 
Jacksonville FL 32228 

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69338) 
(PLA: NAVCYBERFOR FIAF DET MAYPORT FL) 

Officer in Charge  
NAVCYBERFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET Naples 
PSC 809 Box 2411 
FPO AE 09626 

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69339) 
(PLA: NAVCYBER FIAF DET NAPLES IT) 

Officer in Charge  
NAVCYBERFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET Yokosuka 
Unit 25104 
FPO AP 96601-6003 

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69340) 
(PLA: NAVCYBER FIAF DET YOKOSUKA JA) 

Officer in Charge  
NAVIDFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET San Diego 
53690 Tomahawk DR 
San Diego CA 92147-5004 

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69337) 
(PLA: NAVIDFOR FIAF DET SAN DIEGO CA) 

Officer in Charge  
NAVIDFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET Mayport 
Unit 280003 BLDG 1878 
Jacksonville FL 32228 

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69338) 
(PLA: NAVIDFOR FIAF DET MAYPORT FL) 

Officer in Charge  
NAVIDFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET Naples 
PSC 809 Box 2411 
FPO AE 09626 

(SNDL: 24C) (UIC: 69339) 
(PLA: NAVIDFOR FIAF DET NAPLES IT) 

Officer in Charge  
NAVIDFOR FLT INTEL ADAPT 
FOR DET Yokosuka 
Unit 25104 
FPO AP 96601-6003 

(SNDL: 24D) (UIC: 69340) 
(PLA: NAVIDFOR FIAF DET YOKOSUKA JA)
b. Revised Mission. To support combatant commanders and Navy commanders ashore and afloat by providing combat-ready information dominance forces, which are forward deployable, fully trained, properly manned, capably equipped, well-maintained, and combat sustainable.

c. Chain of Command
1 Chief of Naval Operations
2 Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command (00060)
3 Commander, Navy Information Dominance Force
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR Det, San Diego, CA) (60507)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR Fleet Intelligence Detachment (FID), Fallon, NV) (60504)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FID, Washington, DC) (60502)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FIAF DET, Bahrain)** (69326)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FIAF DET, Pearl Harbor, HI)** (69355)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FIAF Det, Norfolk, VA)** (69336)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FIAF Det, San Diego, CA)** (69337)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FIAF Det, Mayport, FL)** (69338)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FIAF Det, Naples, IT)** (69339)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVIDFOR FIAF Det, Yokosuka, JA)** (69340)
4 Director, Navy and Marine Corps Spectrum Center, DISA, FT George G Meade, MD (41518)
4 Commanding Officer, Naval Communications Security Material System, Andrews AFB, MD (32858)
   (Officer in Charge, Communications Security Material Systems Det, Communications Security Material Issuing Office, Norfolk, VA) (32678)
   (Petty Officer in Charge, Communications Security Material Systems Det, Groton, CT) (32675)
   (Petty Officer in Charge, Communications Security Material Systems Det, Camp Lejeune, NC) (43708)
3 Commander, Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Command, Stennis Space Center, MS (00065)
4 Commanding Officer, Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Professional Development Center, Gulfport, MS## (3239A)
   (Officer in Charge, Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Professional Development Detachment Pacific, San Diego, CA)## (66466)
(Officer in Charge, Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Professional Development Detachment Atlantic, Norfolk, VA)## (65781)

4 Commanding Officer, Naval Oceanography Operations Command, Stennis Space Center, MS## (30321)

5 Commanding Officer, Naval Oceanography Mine Warfare Center, Stennis Space Center, MS## (65457)

5 Commanding Officer, Naval Oceanography Special Warfare Center, San Diego, CA## (39793)
   (Officer in Charge, Naval Oceanography Special Warfare Detachment, Virginia Beach, VA)## (39795)
   (Officer in Charge, Naval Oceanography Special Warfare Detachment, Pearl Harbor, HI)## (63047)

5 Commanding Officer, Joint Typhoon Warning Center, Pearl Harbor, HI## (62363)

5 Commanding Officer, Naval Oceanography Anti-Submarine Warfare (NAVOCEANASW) Center, Stennis Space Center, MS## (65456)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVOCEANASW Det, Kaneohe Bay, HI)## (60004)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVOCEANASW Det, San Diego, CA)## (60005)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVOCEANASW Det, Norfolk, VA)## (60006)
   (Officer in Charge, U.S. NAVOCEANASW Det, Naples, IT)## (65862)
   (Office in Charge, NAVOCEANASW Det, Whidbey Island, WA)## (65907)
   (Officer in Charge, NAVOCEANASW Det, Jacksonville, FL)## (62362)

5 Commanding Officer, NAVOCEANASW Center, Yokosuka, JA## (68383)
   (Officer in Charge, U.S. NAVOCEANASW Det, Misawa, JA)## (32740)
   (Officer in Charge, U.S. NAVOCEANASW Det, Kadena, JA)## (66468)

5 Commanding Officer, Fleet Weather Center, Norfolk, VA## (63061)
   (Officer in Charge, Fleet Weather Center Aviation Detachment, Kapaun, Germany)##
4. **Action**

   a. Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command (COMUSFLTFORCOM) will take appropriate action, consistent with reference (a), to rename and modify the mission of NAVCYBERFOR and detachments.

   b. Master Update Authority, Honolulu, HI will revise the PLAs in the Central Directory Component via messaging systems effective immediately upon COMUSFLTFORCOM request to Commander, Naval Network Warfare Command (COMNAVNETWARCOM) (Network Operations 321), 112 Lake View Pkwy, Suffolk, VA 23435-2696, via email at C2OIX_Reg@navy.mil or by calling (757) 203-0338/0339. Revised PLAs will be activated via messaging systems. Additional information on naval messaging can be obtained at https://sailor.nmci.navy.smil.mil or by contacting COMNAVNETWARCOM at numbers above. (New direction – COMUSFLTFORCOM ACTION REQUIRED regarding the PLAs).

   c. Director, Navy Staff Organization and Management Branch (DNS-33) will revise the listings in reference (b).
5. Records Management. Records created as a result of this notice, regardless of media or format, shall be managed per Secretary of the Navy Manual 5210.1 of January 2012.

6. Cancellation Contingency. This notice will remain in effect for 1 year or until superseded, whichever occurs first. The organization action will remain effective until changed by Director, Navy Staff.

S. H. SWIFT
Director, Navy Staff
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